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Elation DARTZ™ mayhem to mellow on Beartooth “Disease” tour 
 
Squeek Lights supplies new narrow-beam LED beam/spot for 45-date headlining tour 
 
Victor Zeiser of Squeek Lights is using Elation Professional’s new DARTZ 360™ LED moving head 
along with Elation Protron 3K Color™ LED strobes to support the diverse sounds of hardcore rock 
band Beartooth on their current North American tour. The headlining tour, in support of the band’s 
new studio album “Disease,” kicked off Sept. 14 in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and plays a packed 
schedule of dates, concluding Nov. 17 in Columbus, Ohio. 
 
Zeiser, who first met the dynamic hardcore rockers when they were an opening act for one of his 
other clients, Silverstein, and had put together a small timecoded show for the Ohio-based group’s 
last headliner tour, was well familiar with the band. So when Beartooth frontman Caleb Shomo and 
company came looking for a designer for their fall “Disease” tour, Zeiser jumped at the opportunity. 
“The band wanted to get more serious about their lighting and because they were familiar with my 
work they came to us looking for full service,” said Zeiser, founder of New York-based rental 
company Squeek Lights, lighting vendor for the tour.  
 

  
 
Beartooth is a band with a message that they deliver with a style of music that is aggressive and 
raw yet dynamic and diverse. Zeiser put together an artistic and impactful lighting design that 
captures the emotion of the songs and reflects the energy in the hard-driving music. “It’s not only 
up to 11 all the time,” he explains, underlining the point that the band is more than just aggressive 
music. “The music is hard but it also has its more vocal points where you can paint pictures with 
themes,” more subtle moments that allow the designer to delve deeper into a fixture’s color and 
feature set.  
 
“I was waiting for an LED beam fixture with good color mixing and intensity and found it in the 
DARTZ and its narrow beamy look,” said Zieser, who uses the fixture’s 3-degree aperture to create 
classic ACL beam looks. When the tempo slows he accesses the fixture’s effects package of gobos 



 
 

and prisms to create big looks. “They are bright enough to stack a prism, gobo and color and it 
maintains its power and still cuts through,” he said.  
 
The design covers a broad extreme of tempos, a balance of big, powerful movements mixed with 
mellower moments in a refreshing array of primary colors you don’t necessarily see that often on a 
rock show. “It’s a show that has a constrained color palette. We use orange a lot, which matches 
with the Disease album and its cover, and I like to use green and light green,” Zeiser says, adding 
that the green is a holdover from the last touring cycle and goes well with the bright orange. “It’s a 
unique color combination that works.” The designer describes one of his favorite looks as an X 
pattern behind the band in pale green. Another favorite look, and what Zeiser calls the signature 
look of the show, is created by fanning the DARTZ fixtures up frosted in orange.  
 

    
 
The setup comprises four truss towers, each with four DARTZ fixtures clustered together for a total 
of 16 units. Each tower also houses a moving head, 2-lites and an LED wash fixture. At the bottom 
of each tower sits a Protron 3K Color LED strobe that gives both big moment impact and added 
color. A pair of compact Antari Z350 Fazer™ haze/fog machines is used to create a dry haze mid-air 
projection canopy. “I only run them at 20% and they really sip the fluid,” Zeiser says of the efficient, 
water-based effect. “Two weeks into the tour and I haven’t finished the first bottle of fluid yet!” 
 
The LD designed the show using Capture™ lighting design software, something he says he does for 
all his clients so he can give them a clear idea of what the show will look like. “Capture is an 
amazing design tool and cost effective at the same time,” he said. “It is quick to draw with and 
super realistic.” Popular with lighting professionals around the globe and universally regarded as 
easy-to-use visualization software with a fast learning curve, Capture allows users to virtually 
design the lighting, truss, stage and scenery in a 3D environment.  
 
Photos:  Sarah Hess; @sarahhasanh on Instagram 
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video 
products that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of 
dedicated personnel, Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology 
and is acknowledged for a comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a 
growing variety of market segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, 
theater, late night venue, House of Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For 
more information, please visit www.elationlighting.com 
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For more information, contact: 
 
Elation Professional US 
6122 S. Eastern Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
USA 
Tel: (866) 245-6726 (toll free) 
Tel: (323) 582-3322 
sales@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com  
 
Elation Professional EU 
Junostraat 2. 
6468 EW Kerkrade 
The Netherlands 
Tel: +31 (0)45 546 85 66 
info@elationlighting.eu 
www.elationlighting.eu 
 
Elation Professional Mexico 
Av Santa Ana 30, 
Parque Industrial Lerma, 
Lerma, Mexico 52000 
Tel: +011 52 728 282 7070 
ventas@elationlighting.com 
www.elationlighting.com 
 


